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EPHRAIM CHAMIEL, STEVEN GOTLIB, and MOSHE
KURTZ.

Was Shadal Really Orthodox?

I

ead Martin Lockshin’s article on Daniel A Klein’s book on
Shadal’s commentary to Vayikra.

I disagree with his declaration that Shadal was Orthodox
and considered himself as such. I don’t recall any such
saying in his writings. He called himself Torani, not
belonging to the old or the new schools. In my opinion he
was an anticipator of the Conservative Movement. He
called this way “The Middle Way,” meaning between the
Orthodox and the Reform movements.
If somebody holds that most of the halakhot in the Mishnah
and in the Talmud are innovations and legislations of
Hazal, and were not given to Moses at Sinai, he could not
be considered Orthodox in the nineteenth century. For
example, Shadal
thought
that
the
prohibition of cooking and eating meat with milk was
legislated by Hazal, and therefore did not say a word on it
when interpreting the verse lo tevashel gedi be-haleiv imo
(do not cook a kid in his mother's milk). Could such a
commentator be considered Orthodox?
Still, Shadal surely kept Halakhah almost fully according to
Hazal, out of admiration to their wisdom and
understanding as to what is right for the Jewish people,
and so he was strongly against the Reform movement.
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Contrary to Dr. Lockshin’s contention, part of Shadal’s
commentary on the Torah did appear during his lifetime. I
am referring to Hamishtadel which was published in Vienna
in 1847. Further, to say that Shadal’s commentary was
censored in the 1965 edition is far from accurate. The
publishers wanted to shorten unnecessary parts which
didn’t relate to the actual value of the commentary, such as
his words on non-semitic languages, geographical
identifications, and unknown names of non-Jewish
commentators.
Ephraim Chamiel
One Prominent Synagogue Has Yet to Bring Back Hazarat
Ha-Shatz
Rabbi Yosie Levine recently authored a fascinating article in
which he argued that the Maimonidean approach of
eliminating hazarat ha-shatz in favor of a heikha kedushah
model is “unlikely” to find any consistent home within the
American Modern Orthodox community as synagogues
increasingly re-open and re-expand their services.
When listing Sepharadi and Mizrahi precedent for forgoing
hazarat ha-shatz in favor of heikha kedushah, R. Levine
noted that “Spanish-Portuguese communities use [heikha
kedushah] for Mussaf on Shabbat.” This presentation,
however, paints an incomplete picture of the S&P approach.
I would like to briefly clarify that approach, and also argue
that it could serve as an unaddressed precedent for
Ashkenazic synagogues to discuss, should any wish to.
First, it is instructive to look at a broader picture of the S&P
minhag, as described in Rabbi Dr. Herbert Dobrinsky’s A
Treasury of Sephardic Laws and Customs:
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At weekday Minha, the Amida is said
aloud at the beginning until the end of the
kedushah, and then it is recited silently.
The hazzan then begins to read aloud just
before the reze. On the Sabbath and
Festivals, the hazzan reads the whole
Minha Amida aloud with no repetition. At
the Shaharit on the Sabbath, the Amida is
first said in silent devotion and is then
repeated aloud in its entirety by the
hazzan. For the Musaf, the hazzan reads
the Amida aloud throughout, and there is
no repetition.
Although hazarat ha-shatz does find itself making a more
frequent appearance during the Yamim Noraim services,
the above is the current minhag of the community as
practiced at New York City’s Congregation Shearith Israel.
However, that was all before the COVID-19 pandemic. As a
result of the need to cut service length, Shearith Israel, like
many synagogues, made the decision to eliminate hazarat
ha-shatz entirely from all services and has yet to bring it
back. The current sexton of the synagogue noted to me that
it will likely be one of the very last parts of the service to
return.
This is especially notable as Shearith Israel, currently under
the spiritual leadership of Rabbi Dr. Meir Soloveichik, finds
itself occupying space within both the Ashkenazic and
Sephardic worlds. A large percentage of the membership
comes from a German Orthodox background and many well
known members also frequently attend (and share
membership with) Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun, Lincoln
Square Synagogue, and the Jewish Center. In fact, practices
such as the entire congregation standing when kaddish is
recited as well as the inclusion of hazarat ha-shatz for
Shaharit prior to the pandemic were both accepted as
compromises with the Ashkenazic population.
Of course, I cannot answer whether “the fate of the postpandemic hazarat ha-shatz [could] have been different had
it not served as a foot soldier in the battles of the early
nineteenth century.” But I also do not believe it is incredibly
unlikely for the Maimonidean model—or a variant
thereof—to make a return, especially if one prays 15 blocks
downtown from the Jewish Center.
Given Shearith Israel’s place of prominence within the
American Modern Orthodox community, their inclusion of
Ashkenazic members and practices, and their decision to
eliminate hazarat ha-shatz entirely without yet
reintroducing it, I believe a more detailed discussion would
have been warranted as a potential source of precedent for
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other post-pandemic synagogues within the Modern
Orthodox orbit.
Thank you to Rabbi Yosie Levine for encouraging me to
submit this letter and to my father-in-law, Hazzan Rabbi Ira
Rohde of Shearith Israel, for ensuring its accuracy.
Steven Gotlib
If Modern Orthodox Outreach is to Work, We Need to
Define Some Terms
R. Steven Gotlib published a thought-provoking article
entitled, “Is Modern Orthodox Kiruv Possible?” in which he
explores why Modern Orthodoxy doesn’t do outreach well
(at least compared to the Haredi world).
R. Gotlib offers a number of compelling observations—in
particular, that many typical, self-identifying Modern
Orthodox leaders lack the certitude and ability to articulate
their commitment to the entirety of Halakhah in a manner
that is both resonant and unapologetic. If one is not
confident regarding their own beliefs, it’s not reasonable to
expect that they should be passionate about promoting it to
others.
I will add that for some Modern Orthodox rabbis who have
adopted a postmodern or relativist outlook, the notion of
kiruv is itself a precarious enterprise. When truth becomes
subjective, there is no reason why my “truth” should be
better than the next person’s “truth.”
Furthermore, even those who can articulate an
unapologetically frum Modern Orthodox (Torah Umadda)
outlook, there is a question of resource allocation. Many
rabbis who work with Modern Orthodox youth (in school or
youth groups) see retention within Modern Orthodoxy as
itself a form of kiruv. How can we justify our efforts in
performing outreach when we are already struggling to
retain our own youth within the fold of halakhic
observance? (A case in point, OU’s Jewish Learning Initiative
on Campus is, in fact, not an outreach organization but
rather an effort to stem attrition.)
Finally, I often find that the term kiruv means different
things to different people. Colleagues have expressed to me
that kiruv is about cultivating positive associations with
Judaism. While I concede that creating such experiences is
oftentimes necessary, we are often prone to forgetting that
the ultimate goal is to encourage halakhic observance—
after all, the imperative to perform kiruv is generally
considered to be rooted within the mitzvah of tokhahah –
rebuke. Creating positive Jewish experiences may be a
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worthwhile hekhsher mitzvah – a preparatory step, but we
should be careful not to conflate it with the ultimate goal of
facilitating halakhic observance.
There is much more to discuss regarding the kiruv
enterprise. That being said, I believe what I pointed out are
among the most salient issues unique to Modern
Orthodoxy’s version of outreach.
Moshe Kurtz

W OM EN , T A LM U D T OR AH ,
H AS H EM
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A V O D AT

RABBI AHARON LICHTENSTEIN was Rosh Yeshiva of
Yeshivat Har Etzion, Rosh Kollel of Yeshiva
University’s Gruss Institute in Jerusalem, and a
founder of the Stella K. Abraham Beit Midrash for
Women - Migdal Oz.

From our archives, we share the remarks of Rabbi Aharon
Lichtenstein, ztz”l at the 1996 opening dedication of
Maayanot Yeshiva High School For Girls of Bergen County in
Teaneck, which reflect on verses in Parashat Eikev about the
centrality of loving, fearing, and emulating God.

English Literature at Stern College, as well as being marbitz
Torah informally. Above all, I am here not only because of
any of these factors concerning the past. I am here
because of a concern for the present and hope for the
future.

K

My concern is with Torah and yirat Shamayim and harbatzat
Torah and yirat Shamayim, with inculcating, promoting, and
disseminating Torah. My concern is both for the study as
well as the practice of Torah, lilmod ve-la'asot, in that whole
area generally, and with profound appreciation of the
importance, both at that level of study and implementation
of this area, with regard to women specifically, regarded
both as individuals and as a vital, dynamic force within the
general community.

evod Harabanim, Kevod Rebbetzin Krauss, staff,
supporters, ladies and gentlemen:

In case you are wondering what I am doing here this
morning, I suppose that I can simply respond that personal
friendship with the Krauss family in general and Rebbetzin
Krauss particularly would in and of itself warrant my
presence.
Secondly, the fact that a number of our former talmidim of
the Yeshiva, Yeshivat Har Etzion, were among the initial
movers in establishing the school would also be sufficient
reason.
Thirdly, the long-standing involvement, both ideologically
and professionally, of my own family in the field of
women's education brings me here today to join in the
dedication of the school. My mother, aleha ha-shalom,
was actively involved in serious women's education back
in Lithuania in the 1920's. My father, alav ha-shalom,
taught for close to a quarter century at Central High School
in Brooklyn. The Rav, zikhrono le-verakha, of course, was a
leader in stressing, in championing, the importance of
intensive women's education in all areas of Torah. I myself
spent, not in Torah specifically, six years formally teaching
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It is out of that concern, and out of appreciation of the
wonderful experiment (and ultimately, of course, it will
be much more than an experiment), that I am glad to be
here this morning. It is in that context that I find myself
presenting something of an ani ma'amim. A credo which,
broadly speaking, perhaps relates to my own educational
thought and practice, but which needs to be honed and
sharpened and applied specifically with regard to the field
of women's education particularly.
What is the cardinal principle that lies at the heart, on the
one hand, of Yeshiva education and, on the other hand, is
the lynchpin of liberal education. It is, first and foremost,
the notion that one is concerned with molding the person
and only secondarily with preparing or training for the
fulfillment of a certain role. John Cardinal Newman's
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statement, that “we are men by nature, geometrists only
by chance,” epitomizes this approach and it is one with
respect to which, I have indicated, the Yeshiva world and
the world of liberal education at its best coincide.
Of course, that is not to suggest that preparing for a role,
be it a domestic role, a professional role, or a communal
role, is not important. It is important, but secondary. The
first principle, I think, with regard to education generally,
and which needs to be particularly emphasized in the field
of women's education, is that first and foremost one
needs to mold the person as an individual in all respects,
with regard to character, personality, intellectual ability,
and above all, of course, in religious terms, as an oved
Hashem.
If we ask ourselves, what substantively does that molding
entail? In answer, from a religious standpoint, it entails a
dual focus. In part it is a development of powers, of ability,
of capacity, which from a certain point of view is a kind of
self-contained procedure, the Greek ideal, as it were, of
paideia, bringing out of the person the potential that was
inherent within him or her.
But from a Jewish standpoint, of course, the definition of
“self” is itself not self-contained. Its primary focus is
relational and the relation, of course, is to the Ribbono Shel
Olam and to meeting His demands, aspiring to connect up
with Him. And what those demands are, and therefore what
our primary goal is, encapsulated in two celebrated pesukim
in Parashat Ekev (Deut. 10:12-13):
להיך שאל מעמך כי אם-ועתה ישראל מה יקוק א
להיך ללכת בכל דרכיו ולאהבה-ליראה את יקוק א
להיך בכל לבבך ובכל-אתו ולעבד את יקוק א
נפשך לשמר את מצות יקוק ואת חקתיו אשר אנכי
מצוך היום לטוב לך
And now Israel, what does the Ribbono
Shel Olam demand of you, but to fear [if
you will, to revere] the Ribbono Shel Olam,
to follow in all His paths, to love him, and
to serve the Ribbono Shel Olam with all
your heart and with all your soul. To
observe
His
commandments,
His
ordinances, which I commanded this day
to your good.

In a nutshell, these verses ultimately encompass the
whole of our entire existence. As you may note, these
pesukim contain a dual type of demand. First, the Torah
speaks as it were in generalities: to love, to fear, to serve, to
imitate, to emulate. Then it goes on to speak of the nitty-
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gritty: לשמר את מצות יקוק ואת חקתיו, to observe His
commandments, His ordinances. Of course, this lies at the
heart of Halakha generally, which on the one hand posits
general goals and ultimate ideals, and on the other speaks
of minutiae of se’ifim and se’ifim ketanim of Shulhan Arukh.
The world of the Halakha is built on the condition that it is
through the interaction of the broad and the minute that
the totality of the human person, particularly of a Jewish
person, is best built and the relation to the Ribbono Shel
Olam is best maintained.
Now that this demand is one which is posited equally to
men and to women – ועתה ישראל: The community as a
whole, each and every individual, male or female, within
that community. And this is the primary goal of education,
certainly Torah education. But the pasuk presents this as
if were a minimal kind of demand. “What does the
Ribbono Shel Olam want of you? Just this ...” Hazal in the
Gemara in Berakhot (33b), of course, raise this issue: “ אטו
 ”?יראשת שמים מלתא זוטרתא היאIs fear of Heaven a small
thing? Is it a kleinkeit? Only this? Hazal explain that this is
formulated in relation to Moshe Rabbeinu, so for him it
was somehow a minimal demand. For us, of course, it is
not minimal at all; it is taxing, it is demanding, it is
challenging, it is comprehensive. And, hence, its
attainment requires the harnessing of energy, the
channeling of effort, the imaginative intellectual pursuit
which then translates itself into moral and religious
categories in trying to build, first the individual, and
through the individual interacting, as an interactive
individual, the community as such.
If we ask ourselves: Here are the goals! “ , לעבד, לאהבה,ליראה
 ללכת בכל דרכיו, לדבקה,לשמר,” to fear [God], to love [God], to
serve [God], to cling [to Him] to go in all His ways.” What
are the means? Traditionally, over the centuries, there has
been a fairly sharp dichotomy precisely regarding this very
issue, namely the means to be employed in relation to men
versus women, even as the same goals of “ ”ועתה ישראלwere
known to be addressed to men and to women alike.
Intensive study was central and crucial with respect to
bahurim, with respect to men, while with regard to women,
with regard to whom it was assumed, the emphases were
to be different, perhaps the balance between Torah and
hesed should be different, that aspect of intensive study
was very often regarded to be different.
This is not the occasion to examine whether that was
justified historically. What is clear, however, is that
notwithstanding how one judges the past retrospectively, in
our present historical and social setting we need to view the
teaching and the learning of girls and women as both a
major challenge, as well as a primary need.
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Looking at the present particularly, in comparison to the
past, two major differences could be noted. First, the need
is greater; Second the opportunity is greater. As long as
women led relatively sheltered lives, cloistered in their
homes, married very early, imbibing observance,
commitment, yirat Shamayim from their immediate
environs, be it the home, be it the street, be it ambient
culture, it was felt that as far as ensuring that a girl, a
woman, would grow up suffused in yirah, in ahava, ledovkah bo be-khol derakhav, it was not terribly important
to study Torah formally. And within a climate where general
culture also tended to make parallel assumptions – as one
English gentlemen in the 17th century stated, as far as he
was concerned it was sufficient that his wife be able to tell
the difference between his doublet and his hose – there was
not pressure either. In addition, there was no keen danger
that a girl who was not being taught Torah intensively was
going to study something else intensively.
Today, of course, where there is so much exposure to
cultures and countercultures, le-mineihem, when various
ideological whims that are inimical to yirat Shamayim, yirah
and ahava, are the order of the day, then surely the need
for study and intensive study is clearly there.
When the Bais Yaakov movement began, criticism was
leveled against that project as well. Critics contended that it
was not traditional; it was a departure from what was done
previously; it involved too much study. The Hafetz Hayyim
was then asked about it. His response was, and he was very
supportive, that the Rambam (Issurei Bi’ah 14:2) says that
when a person comes to be mitgayyer, to convert, apart
from what the Gemara mentions in Yevamot (47b) that you
teach the details of particular mitzvot, you also discuss
certain theological principles, ikkarei ha-dat. Is it
conceivable, then, asked the Hafetz Hayyim, that a girl who
wants to be mitgayyer should be taught ikkarei ha-dat, and
a girl who is born to a Jewish home should not?
Leaving aside for the moment the question of some kind of
inherent hiyyuv with regard to talmud Torah, with regard to
which clearly there are differences between men and
women, with regard to scope and with regard to the
character of that study, at the very least, that which
Rishonim mention that women too say birkat ha-mazon,
(though the text speaks of receiving the mitzvot of berit
milah and Torah, of which they are seemingly not included)
because, with regards to those areas of Torah which
impinge upon their practice and observance, they certainly
need to learn, and are obligated to learn.
Taking that as a principle translated to our current reality,
that means, of course, that there exists an obligation for a
girl to study the halakhot of niddah and taharat hamishpaha, and also kashrut and shabbat because these
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impinge on her daily life. What is intended is that we need
to ensure, minimally, that the depth of intensity,
knowledge, and sensitivity which are needed in order to
assure commitment, even if we are not interested for the
moment (if that be the case) in the knowledge per se, but
instrumentally, as molding a woman in becoming an ovedet
Hashem, a keli in serving the Ribbono Shel Olam, that
certainly needs to be studied. And, of course, within the
modern context, that applies to areas of Torah that are far,
far remote from the level of practical implementation. It is
entirely conceivable, that in order to assure that a girl
should be genuinely a ma'amina and an ovedet Hashem and
to be shomeret Shabbat, ke-dat ve-ka-din, you need to be
able to address yourself to a question that she may have
about the world of korbanot.
Moreover, today there is not only greater need, there is also
greater opportunity. Greater readiness, communally
speaking, to engage women seriously, intellectually in
general terms and with regard to Torah particularly. We
have been zokhe in this generation, in Eretz Yisrael and here
as well, to see the spread of serious and intensive Torah
study at levels which by and large were not prevalent only a
generation or two ago. That is an opportunity which
certainly we want our daughters to take seriously out of the
conviction that, quite apart from assuring the fundamental
shemirat ha-mitzvot and yirat Shamayim, even with that
assured, out of the conviction that deepening their
involvement in talmud Torah, that that is going to enrich
and enhance them as religious personalities, as ovdei
Hashem.
Even as there is, on the one hand, a greater need in order to
assure the minimum, there is a greater opportunity in
striving for the maximum. If I ask myself, essentially, what
should the process of talmud Torah be all about for a girl
particularly, but not only for a girl? I would focus on one
term which has a very, if you will excuse the phrase,
feminine meaning to it, which I think has a great deal to say
with regard to the significance of talmud Torah, particularly
with regard to women.
I spoke before of developing the self, on the one hand, and
building and preparing for a role, on the other. If we ask
ourselves, the level of the role, what specifically has the
Torah designated as the women's role? “היא היתה אם כל חי,”
“she [the primordial woman] is mother of all living beings”
(Gen. 3:20). The process of being a mother contains a dual
aspect. At the heart of motherhood lies bonding, and
bonding by definition is reciprocal. It is, on the one hand,
giving, and, on the other, a possession, as it were, giving life
and being able to connect up, to give love and to receive it.
Talmud Torah for women, particularly, although broadly
speaking for men as well, is a process of bonding. Bonding
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with who and bonding with what? At one level, of course,
with Torah. Developing not only the knowledge but an
existential link not only in one's head, but with every fiber
of one's being, to feel connected to Torah, to be sensitive,
to be appreciative, to understand its worth and appreciate
its centrality. That is something, which, again, perhaps at
one time was attained by other means, but which today
requires, to a great extent, direct confrontation, direct
involvement with Torah proper.

of them, the Sifri says, referring to the following pasuk in
keriat shema, “ve-hayu ha-devarim ha-elleh asher anokhi
mitzvekha ha-yom al levavekha” – “and these matters
which I commanded to you this day shall be engraved upon
your heart” (Deut. 6:6):

There is, secondly, a bond, not only with Torah as a body of
text, of halakhot, but with that which Torah demands of us,
with shemirat ha-mitzvot, with observance. I recall many
years ago in a conversation with mori ve-rabbi Rav Hutner,
z”l, in which the Rosh Yeshiva discussed with me whether
one should learn masekhtot which are practical or those
that are remote from the world of practice. He was in favor,
inter alia, of including in the curriculum of Yeshivot
Gevohot masekhtot which are of practical relevance, a
component that had not been central to Lithuanian Yeshiva
education. He said to me, you know, if a bahur would know
that saying keriat shema after zeman keriat shema is like
taking a lulav on Chanuka, he would get up earlier. But it is
not only the sense of how to stress basic practice, if you get
up earlier or don’t get up earlier. Even if the boy gets up at
the right time and he says keriat shema be-zemano, what is
the nature of that keriat shema, what is the quality of that
mitzvah?

Place these matters upon your heart,
learning Torah. Through that you attain
love for the Ribbono Shel Olam and you
cleave unto His ways.

One of the things in which we need to invest ourselves with
regard to religious education generally is to move away
from a purely quantitative focus – not only “How many
things does a person observe?” but also “How does he or
she observe?” The Ramban, in a celebrated passage in the
Sefer ha-Mitzvot (Hasagah to Aseh 5), discusses the
meaning of the mandate of “le’avdo be-khol levavkhem,” or
avodah she-ba-lev. In contrast to the Rambam, who sees
this passage as the source for the biblical obligation of
tefillah, Ramban sees this verse as relating to the practice
of the entire corpus of Torah. The Torah demands of us
observance that is infused with full kavvanah, with total
commitment, with passion, with the engagement of the
whole of one's personality. We are bidden to take the lulav
not only with the hand, but with the heart, with the mind.
That requires an engagement, requires a meeting of the
whole of one's personality with the world of mitzvot. And
in this sense, too, serious study is significant.
The pasuk, of course, speaks of le-dovkah bo, to cleave onto
Him, to bond with the Ribbono Shel Olam through His Torah.
The Sifri (piska 33) further addresses our issue in its
comments to the pasuk of ve-ahavta et Hashem Elokekha.
How, asks the Sifri, do you attain the love of the Ribbono
Shel Olam? So, of course, there are various avenues, but one
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תן הדברים האלה על לבך שמתוך כך אתה מכיר את
מי שאמר והיה העולם ומדבק בדרכיו

If we speak, then, of the mitzvah of ahavat Hashem: was
that given only to men? It is a universal mitzvah and a prime
and cardinal mitzvah, likened to the heart, the very central
organ of the human being upon which experience and
Jewish experience particularly rests. If we appreciate that
Torah is a prime vehicle for attaining ahavah (leaving aside
for the moment the independent mitzvah of talmud Torah
as a separate test), that the mitzvah of ahavat Hashem, one
of the ultimate goals, is achieved through this prime vehicle.
Should we let that rust and sit idle with respect to our
daughters and employ it only with our sons?
What we need to bear in mind, practically speaking, is that
this process of bonding, so critical, so crucial to the molding
of our daughters as servants of the Ribbono Shel Olam,
requires that their learning be not only comprehensive, but
above all serious. Learning must be approached seriously.
The halakhic basis for this seriousness is the pasuk in VaEthannan (Deut. 4:9):
רק השמר ל ך ושמר נפשך מאד פן תשכח את הדברים
אשר ראו עיניך ופן יסורו מלבבך כל ימי חייך
Take care, guard your soul very much, lest
you forget anything of what your eyes have
seen and lest these somehow escape from
your heart.
According to the Ramban, this is a mitzvat lo ta'aseh, a
negative injunction counted as one of the 613
commandments in the Torah. As we well know, while women
are exempt from certain, specific positive commandments,
such as those that are time-bound, all negative injunctions
are incumbent upon them, including the injunction never to
forget, never to be oblivious to, what occurred at mattan
Torah. This injunction includes not to be oblivious to the
meaning of mattan Torah both as an occasion, an experiential
high, as well as to the meaning and significance of the micro-
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substantive content of revelation. Here, too, it behooves us
to remember the mishna in Avot (3:8), which records that a
person who forgets a single matter of what he has learned or
forgets it willingly has transgressed this lav. It is, in a word,
the message of commitment, intensity, and seriousness.
Approaching this issue seriously, we need to take a dual
focus. First, out of respect for Torah, and, second, out of
respect for women. Out of respect for Torah, we collectively
are the custodians of Torah. To be shomer Torah is in one
sense to observe in daily life its commandments. In another
sense, it is to guard it, to see that it remains pure, that it not
be adulterated by false ideologies or by deviant theories.
And it means, among other things, to guard its integrity and
to assure that its quality and essential character be
sustained.
In the Rambam's discussion of the study of Torah she-be’al
peh for women, he addresses himself to the rationale
behind some of the strictures that we find regarding this
area. He writes (Hilkhot Talmud Torah, 1:13) of a
concern that: הן מוציאות דברי תורה לדברי הבאי לפי עניות
דעתן, “out of a certain simplicity or a certain limited
development, they might take divrei Torah and transform
them into something that is vacuous and empty.”
If Torah is to be taught, it needs to be taught out of a
concern for its integrity, not just taking divrei Torah and
somehow trying to present it as something very superficial
and limited, because one is “only” educating a girl. Such an
approach is in a way debasing of Torah and opening up the
possibility that divrei Torah and devarim shel kedusha, the
treasures of the Ribbono Shel Olam, will somehow be
transformed into דברי הבאי. If Torah is to be taught at all, and
be taught it must, certainly in our contexts, then it needs to
be taught seriously, to assure that indeed Torah is
understood and absorbed with the seriousness and with the
earnestness, with the exhilaration, with the excitement, the
passion that is coming to it.
But secondly, not only respect for Torah requires this of us,
but respect for women as well. Respect for their abilities,
their commitment, for their potential which is inherent
within them and if you want to mobilize this force for
themselves and for the good of the community. What that
means, of course, is maintaining standards that are
demanding and challenging. In practice, of course, it means
not simply teaching digests of digests, but a confrontation,
at a basic level, with primary texts.
I had occasion some years ago to meet with the staff of a
high school for girls, an established high school for girls
in Yerushalayim. They asked me for my opinion regarding
certain aspects of women's Torah education. I said to
them, “I have been around the world of Yeshivot for close
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to forty years, and I never heard that people are learning
what your girls are learning.” My nieces, when they used
to attend that institution, would tell me that they are
learning “Toshba”p.” At first I didn't know what it was.
Then I realized it was an acronym for Torah she-be’al peh.
And I said to those teachers: “You know, when a boy goes
to Yeshiva he learns Bava Kamma, he learns Bava Metzia.
He learns the Rambam, he learns Shulhan Arukh. He
learns the Ketzot, he learns Reb Chayims. But this
‘Toshba”p,’ this kind of undefined, amorphous reality,
that is not meat, that is not serious.”
The mitzvah, then, mandates that there must be a
confrontation with the primary texts in a primary way. A
way which, on the one hand, will challenge the mind and,
on the other hand, will commit the heart. We should
inculcate, on the one hand, the need to understand, and the
need that takes as its point of departure profound faith and
yirat Shamayim and therefore enhances that yirat
Shamayim. A desire lehavin u-lehaskil, which then issues
into a desire lishmor ve-la’asot. We need to develop within
that individual an infusion of knowledge, sensitivity, and,
above all, that spirituality which links, which bonds to the
world of spirit to the world of the Ribbono Shel Olom.
All of this is in order to meet the first goal, that of
developing the person, developing the individual girl. But,
ultimately of course, it is through developing the individual
that we mold and build a community, not with the process
being dichotomous or bifurcated, but interactive. In part
interactive, of course, because part of building yirat
Shamayim is training for hesed, and inculcating the value
of hesed. And with that particular emphasis upon hesed
which relates to the specific focus of women's education.
So the training for hesed is part of the building of the self,
and the building of the self is that which directs into the
community, into the giving. That giving, which goes with
the bond that I mentioned before, is not simply an
egocentric oriented goal.
The school here has chosen as its name, “ma’ayanot.” In the
world of Halakha, the term ma'ayan is graced with special
significance. There are two foci of obtaining purity, the
more familiar mikveh and the ma’ayan. What defines a
mikveh, and this is of course the etymology of the word, is a
certain measure of stagnation. A mikveh that is not stagnant
is pasul. The water that does not stay within the confines of
the mikveh but flows in and out, comes under the rubric of
the Halakha of mayim zohalin. Such a mikveh is pasul,
because, by definition, it is not a mikveh. A mikveh means
water that is collected and stationary.
A ma'ayan, on the other hand, virtually by definition, is
dynamic; there is movement, there is vitality, there is
growth. With regard to Torah, what ones seeks is not
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simply Torah of mikveh, although that is in one sense a
base, a fundamental acceptance and foundation, but a
Torah of growth, of life of vitality. A ma'ayan that is
mitgabber or nove’a, the fountain which overflows, which
the mishnah at the end of Bava Batra (10:8) states is
characteristic of nezikin particularly, but characteristic, of
course, of the world of Torah generally. It is my hope and
prayer that, indeed, for the kind of learning, the kind of
growth, the kind of education broadly considered in
reference to Torah and yirat Shamayim, which in turn will
be transmitted and developed, this institution will indeed
reflect its name: vitality, growth, challenge, stimulus with
regards to all aspects of the personality, anchored in yirat
Shamayim and out of that anchor, moving, growing, living
in various directions. You have been zokhe to much siyata
de-shmaya until now, as has been mentioned previously.
Yehi ratzon, that you shall be zokhe to a long, wonderful
path in the future with much more siyata de-shmaya.
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